2020

YARD SALE
500+ VENDORS ALONG HWY 301

JUNE

19- 20

7am-5pm daily

VENDORS
WANTED
Learn more at...

301endlessyardsale.com

ENJOY

Weldon

RURAL NORTH CAROLINA
& OUR SMALL TOWN

CHARM!

Halifax
Enﬁeld

Rocky Mount
Elm City
Wilson
Selma

Kenly

Smithfield

Micro

Four Oaks
Benson

REMEMBER!
Be cautious of other vehicles

Watch for pedestrians

Dunn

HoW

do I become a VENDOR?
Anyone can be a vendor by simply having
a yard sale in their yard, at their business
or setting up in designated vendor places
organized by area contacts. Space charges
average $25-50/day.

where

does it BEGIN and where do I PARK?
The 301 Endless Yard Sale travels from
Weldon to Dunn, you might decide to start
at the southern end and travel north or any
point in between. Parking may be limited
in some areas, so it is VERY IMPORTANT
- to be cautious of the driver in front of you
and pedestrians.

what

TIME do the SALES BEGIN?
Recommended hours for vendors
are 7:00am – 5:00pm.

IS There

an ADMISSION FEE?
NO. You should never have to pay
admission. The event was not set up for
that purpose.

Learn more at...

Drink plenty
of fluids
Wear
sunscreen

what
can I SELL?

Almost anything! Popular items are junk,
antiques, collectibles, dishes and glassware,
to farm implements, crafts, produce and
more. Rows and rows of clothes are not the
most popular items, but as the saying goes,
“One man’s junk is another man’s treasure!”

HOW

long will it take me to get
from point A to point B?
That depends on how disciplined you are
and how much ground you want to travel
in one day. If you have to stop at every
yard sale then it may take you awhile. It
is easy enough to “cruise” the yard sales
and travel a modest distance but it is also
easy to get caught up in the event and
spend 3 to 4 hours in one area. There is
a sample itinerary for planning purposes
on the website.

ARE there

HOTELS near the yard sales and should
I make RESERVATIONS?
Yes, there are plenty of accommodations
located along the way. Hotel deals are
listed on the website. Reservations are
recommended.

301endlessyardsale.com
Keep up with social announcements at
facebook.com/301EndlessYardSale

Take pictures and post on Instagram
#301endlessyardsale
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